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UNIT I -  BASIC CONCEPT OF STABILITY 

Q.1 Distinguish between the three different types of stability.  

Q.2 Derive the expression for transforming voltage or current in a-b-c phase 
variables of d-q-o variables. (Park’s transformation) 

Q.3 An early fault clearing means better change of maintaining system stability. 
Justify the statement. 

Q.4 Draw and explain the synchronous machine phasor diagram under sub transient 
condition use simplified model for representation. 

Q.5 Draw the steady state phasor diagram for salient pole synchronous machine.  

Q.6 What is mean by term “Time constant ‘’? State and explain the various time 
constant during the transient condition synchronous machine. 

Q.7 Describe the method for Measurement of Xd and Xq  by Slip test. 

UNIT II-  Steady state stability -I 

Q.1  Explain the effect of “Inertia” on steady state stability of a two machine system. 

Q.2 Explain the step involved in construction of Clark’s diagram .How is steady state 
stability limit determined from it. 

Q.3 Derive the expression for Power limit of short Transmission line. 

Q.4 Explain the basic measured for increasing steady state stability. 

Q.5 Explain the meaning of two machine system. Drive the expression of power 
transfer in two machine system. Also define the steady state limit.  

Q.6 A two machine system consists of a synchronous generator connected to 
synchronous machine through network of series reactance. Explain step by step 
how the steady stability limit the system is determined graphically.  

Q.7 Derive the relation between M and H. 

Q.8 Prove that for two machine system with losses, maximum sending end and 

receiving end power occurs at 180 - ᴓ12 and ᴓ12 respectively where ᴓ12 is angle 

of transfer impendence of positive resistance network. 



UNIT III-  Steady state stability -II 

Q.1 Define Equivalent synchronous Reactance. Derive the expression for the same. 

Q.2 Describe the effect of governor action on system stability. 

Q.3 What is mean by ‘short circuit ratio’ of an alternator? How it affects the stability 
of system. 

Q.4 Discuss the effect of Saturation on system stability. 

Q.5 What is the function of automatic voltage regulation (AVR)? Describe the effect of 
AVR on steady state stability of system. 

Q.6 Prove that high short circuit ratio improves the steady state stability limit. 

Q.7 Derive the expression for equivalent saturated reactance(Xeq)  

UNIT IV- Transient State stability -I 

Q.1 Explain the concept of equal area criterion. Deduce the expression for it. 

Q.2 Explain the point by point by Method of Solution of swing equation.  

Q.3 Derive the Swing equation for a synchronous machine describing its behavior 
under sudden disturbance. 

Q.4 With the help of power angle curves, how can the equal area criterion be applied 
to examine the transient stability of system subjected to the following 
disturbance   
(1) Sudden change in mechanical input.                                  
(2) Sudden loss of one parallel line. 

Q.5 Discuss the various factors affecting transient stability. Explain how the transient 
stability can be improved. 

Q.6 The power delivered by a synchronous machine connected to bus under steady 
state condition is 50 % of the maximum that can be delivered by the machine. 
Determine the critical angle at which the dead fault can be cleared and the line be 
reclosed such that the machine remain. 

Q.7 Explain critical clearing angle and critical clearing time related to transient 
stability. 

UNIT V- Transient State stability -II 

Q.1 State the significance of grounding. Explain the effect of grounding on transient 
stability. 

Q.2 What are precalculated swing curves? How they can be useful in determining the 
critical clearing time. 

Q.3 Explain the role of Auto-recloser in system stability. 

Q.4 State and explain the important methods for improving transient stability of a 
Power system. 

Q.5 Explain the effect of fault clearing time on system stability. 



Q.6 Describe the different steps involved in the solution of transient stability study of 
a multimachine problem with the help of digital computer. 

Q.7 Justify the statement: Neither grounding resister nor grounding reactor have any 
effect during three phase fault. 

UNIT V- Excitation System 

Q.1 What are the characteristics of quick response? Excitation system. 

Q.2 State the advantages and disadvantages of separately excited system for 
generator. 

Q.3 Explain 'unit exciter system' with neat diagram. 

Q.4 Explain the voltage-time curves of unloaded exciter by point by point calculation. 
Assume constant leakage inductance. 

Q.5 Describe the methods of increasing the response of an exciter. 

Q.6 Discuss the following terms. 
(1)Common excitation bus scheme.        (2)Unit excitation scheme. 
(2)Nominal exciter response.                    (3)Calling voltage.  

Q.7 Describe the functioning of static brushless excitation system. 

Q.8 Explain the response of loaded exciter. 
 


